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J. INTRODUCTION 
Up to the pre舘nt，it has been stated by many workers that the pigment of 
compound eye in insect shifts dist."lly or proximally by light environments as well 
as in many other arthro停泊s. R配 ently，some workers have come to induce their 
studies into the inner factors controlling pigment migration in in田cts，but th田e
are rather few compared with those of crustaceans. Viewing from the ecological 
stand伊 int，however， the above studies might be generally no less important on 
ins配 tsthan on crustaceans. B配ause，in ins配 ts，it is suppc:渇edthat the stat白 of
compoundey白 dir配 tlyaffect their behaviours， which should be studied to白 tablish
the methods for controlling ins配tpests. 
Since the fairly old times in Japan， on aαount of lacking eH配 tive methods， 
light trap had beeri used for controlling the rice.stem borer moth， Chilo su.ρres-
salis W ALKER， one of the m03t serious 卵胞ofrice plant. 1t had been improved 
many timeョ， from torch to oil lamp， then to carbide lamp and to electric one. The 
last was changed from incandescent lamp to blue fluorescent one about 15 years 
ago (KABURAKI et al.， 1942，1943，1944). Nowadays， for controlling the戸stare 
generally carried out the applications of in総cticidesas parathion， BHC， etc.， in 
paddy-field， but it is no doubt that blue fluore配entelectric lamp light trap is also 
very effective. This blue fluor眠 entelectric lamp was bom since the phototactic 
activity of the pest had been fundamentally studied in detail (K姐 URAKIet al.， 
1939). 
1n order to solve some pa此softhem配 hanismsof the phototactic activity of 
寧 Chilosi"，plez Butler (the rice borer) is the synonym of C. suρressalis Walker (the 
riぼ -stemborer) (Kawada， A.， and Hatori， 1.， 1916. Nippon Soc. App¥. Ent.， 12: 15-17. In 
1a伊且白e).
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the pest， the writer (1933) had previous1y conducted the studi田 onthe structure 
of compound eye of the rice borer moth， Chilo simρlex BUTLER.* YAGI (1938) 
a1so had subsequently induced studies to the structure and m配 hanismsof comoound 
eye of the回 me問t. By th蹴 tworeports， the structure of ∞mf刷吋 eyeof the 
moth was attained almost clear. of the m配hanisms， however， there are 50 many 
yet unknown， that the writer has conducted his studies on the photom配 hanica1
reaction of the compound eye of the moth and the relation of it句 thephototactic 
activity. To perform th蹴 studi白， the various quantiti田 andqua1itit，田oflight， 
and severa1 temperatur白 wereused as environmental conditions. of the rl白 u1ts
obtained， th(脱 onthe influence of the various quantities of 1ight to the state of 
∞m伊undeye are reported here in re1ation to the phototactic activity of the moth. 
1n the former repo此 (1933)，the writer said that the 1arge characteristics蹴 n
in the ∞mpound eye of the rice-stem borer moth were the stat白 ofretinu1ar cel 
and pigments. But the pigments ('If principal pigment cel areωdifficu1t to observe 
the char沼田corr伺pondingto various treatments， or， ifhe1d， the observations are 
1iab1e to make田 1argeerrors， that tho田 werethrown away. Con田quently，as 
regards pigments， on1y those of acc自由rypigment ce1s are treated in this report. 
1t needs no田yingthat the nuclear part of retinular cel w郡 observedas in the 
previous paper (1933). 
I. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Materia1s used for experiments were the moths of Chilo suppressalis WALKER， 
which emerged the night just before the experimenta1 practice from the hybernated 
larvae， sent from F ukui， Shizuoka and Ehime prefectures and rea町din scr田n
但 g田. Experiments were a1 carried out in a dark r∞m. At fiぉt，when a definite 
time e1apsed after the moths， which were individually田tin glass tu也s，were 
exposed to or shuttered from the definite intensities of 1ight， fixing agent was 
poured into the tubes， totally immersing the moths， and then， the heads of moths 
were separated from abdomen and reentered into fresh fixing agent. This method 
is gα泣enoughto inv白tigatethe state of∞mpound eye which were adapted for 
a 10ng time to a definite intensity of 1ight. But it is not 50 favourョbleto study the 
momentary state of migration of pigment granules， that the moths， their bo出
wings being clipped together on the dor回 1side， were arranged so as to face to 
1ight 50urce on the ventral side making the head upward， and， when a definite 
experimental time e1a戸ed，they were to凶lyimme問 dinto fixing agent in midget 
beaker and then t民at吋 asmention吋 above.There existed， ofcourse， 50me time 
1ags until eyes were fixed， but those were mere1y of about one田condand ∞n-
sidered to be niglisib1e in the studies. 
As fixing agent， CARNOY'S 5Olution was used. The SpC'ヨcimenswere frontally 
蹴 tion吋 asthick as 7/l by paraffin meth吋，and stained by iron-a1um haernatoxylin. 
Only in the particu1ar cas邸前todecide the p佃 itionof cel nuclei， etc.， they were 
depigmented by GRENACHER'S mixture. 
The measuring in the present studies are indicated in Fig. 1. Taking the 
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凶組1point at the inner surfaぽ (i)of 
cornea of ommatidium， D， N， P， R， C 
and M in the illustrated figur白 are
measured by a definite配ale，and the 
numerical valu田 ofthose are∞nverぬd
into the indices when M is sup戸国d部
100 and C as 21. The rea田nC is sup-
posed as 21 is that the measured value 
of C is converted into about 21， ifM is 
suppc鴎 das 100. When， d， n， por r 
∞cupy the more distal position from c， 
it is better for showing the a∞urate re-
lations of pigment and田1nuclei to the 
crystalline cone to make C a standard 
than M (ωtal length of ommatidium 
excepting ∞rnea) (e. g.， Index of N = 
Measured value of N X21). When they 
Measured value of C 
are 1α:ated more proxima11y from c， 
M -C = 79 is additionally used as a 
standard (e. g.， 1ndex of N = 21 + 
Measured value of N -Measured value 
Measured value of M -Measured value 
ofC 
-ー、，
(79) 
a 
67 
、戸回目、，
m 
b 一一一 X79). Thus， the states of omma-
ofC 
tidia are not repr四回tedby the measured 
values themselves but the indic邸， be-
Fig. 1. Diagrammatic figur四 ofdark-(a)釦d
Hght-adapted (b) ommatidia of the rice-sほm
borer moth. 
cause， there exist considerably wide 
variations in the size of individual ey回. Consequently， D， N， P and R explained 
in the pre田ntpaper are al the converted values， or the ir吋ices，indicating the 
r白伊ctivepositions of d， n， p and r. 
11. INFLUENCE OF LIGHT TO THE ST A TES OF 
RETlNULAR CELL AND PIGMENTS 
1n the previous paper (1933)， the writer report吋 thelight-or dark-adapted 
state of retinular cel， and nucleus and pigments of a民自叩rypigment cel in the 
compound eye of the回 memoth. Ther回 fter，the writer ∞nducted the following 
experiments in order to know how the stat白 ofthose parts vary in proportion to 
the diver田 intensitiesof light to be adapted. 
At the one end of a dark room was placed a Mazda el配 tricincandescent lamp， 
100 V. 30 W.， from which extending to 7 meters apart， moths in glass tubes were 
settled at intervals of 1 meter. When 3 hours ela戸edafter the lamp was lighぬd
at 100 volt， they were fixed by CARNOY'S solution. By this method， the specimens 
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of comj:>ound eye adapted for 3 hours t"l the res戸ctivelight intensity of 24， 6.3， 
2.9， 1.7， 1.0， 0.7 or 0.5 lux were obtained. As the standard of light.adapted or 
dark.adapted eye， two記 tsof ey田 adaptedfor 3 hours to 1，500 or 0 lux were al田
fixed. Since there seemed回metransitions in the states of compound ey'田 evenm 
les light intensiti田 than0.5 lux， at the one end of a dark r'∞m was lighted a 
M但dael配 tricincandescent lamp， 1∞V. 12.5 W.， at36 volt， and by varying the 
distance from it， the five pla白 5，which repre田nt0.3， 0.2， 0.1， 0.06 and 0.03 lux 
resp叫 vely，were obtained. Moths were placed at tho田 pointsand five sets of 
compound eye adapted to tho田 lightintensities for 3 hours were got and fixed. 
For each light intensity of 0.01， 0.005， 0.001 and 0.0005 lux， the回 melamp， 
100 V. 12.5 W.， was lighted at 27.5 volt， and by the担 metreatment as the above， 
compound eyes adapted to each intensity were fixed. 
There were two kinds in the light source and three gradations in the voltage 
used in the ex戸rimentAαordingly， three groups of 1，500-0.5 lux， 0.3-0.03 
lux， and 0.01-O.00051ux differ more or les from each other in the light qualiti白，
and in proportion to the lowering of light intensity， the colour of light tends to 
that of longer wave length. Strictly s戸aking，sinc定 lightintensity alone was pro-
j配 tedin the present ex戸riment，it was not to be recommended that there existed 
釦 medifferenc田 inlight qualiti民 But，th開 differenceswere 50 slight， that there 
was thought to 民 notrouble on the conduction of the present experiment 
Experimentallight intensity， when it was 0.1 lux or over， was directly m伺-
sured by McBETH'S Iluminometer. When under 0.1 lux， several points， where 
light intensity could 民 m回 sured，were sel配tedn伺 rto the light回 urce.The light 
intensity (L) and the distance (r) to the light制限ofth問 poi附 weremeasured， 
and in conformity with the values obtained， C (0∞o凶匂n凶t)wa邸sdecided from the 
伺叩凶削tmL= 3 inwO一舘蜘ries白 r陥白附附t伽ωi旬vel弘…f w泊hidたchw部叫蜘e吋d批川3却船い6vωv刊O
and the other a剖t27.5. Then， making L as 0.06， 0.03 in one series and 0.01， 0.005， 
0.001 or 0.0005 in the other， r was calculated. Thus， the distance from the light 
田町偲ofthe points which had 0.06， 0.03， and 0.01， 0.005， 0.001 or 0.0005 lux 
was decided， and on those points moths to be experimented were田tled.Tempera. 
ture during ex戸rimentswas 24-260C， on the average 250C. 
The number of moths treated in回 chplot of the above various light intensiti白
amounted to ten of male and female respectively. Five ommatidia pcr each side of 
a∞mpound eye were examined micr，情∞pically，measuring D， N， p， R， Cand M. 
The average of those ten measured values per each term was converted into the 
index of one moth as mentioned in the p回cedingchapter. The total average of 
the indic白 often moths of male and female res戸ctivelywas given as the r白ult
for one plot of a certain light intensity. The r回ultsobtained are indicated in 
Table 1 and Fig. 2. 
There were no田xdifference in the戸>sitionof those terms as shown in tables， 
回 that，hereafter， the state of eye shall be indicated by the average values of 
males and femal弘
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TABLE 1 
States of ommatidia adapted to various intensities of light (index) 
??
?
?
? ? ? P 
♀~ Av. 
D N L:司!t.
Lux 
1500 3.1761 31.7 35.3 33.5 
24 1.3802 33.4 33.0 33.2 
6.3 0.7993 31.2 30.5 30.9 
2.9 0.4624 28.5 30.8 29.7 
1.7 0.2304 28.1 29.5 28.8 
1.0 0.00∞27.7 27.6 27.7 
0.7 1.8451 27.1 26.1 26.6 
0.5 1.6990 25.2 25.1 26.6 
0.3 1.4771 24.5 26.2 25.4 
0.2 1.3010 22.9 23.1 23.0 
0.1 1.∞00 21.2 21.8 21.5 
0.06 2.7782 21.7 24.0 22.9 
0.03 2.4771 22.1 22.1 22.1 
0.01 2.飢渇o23.0 21.2 22.1 
O.∞5 3.6990 21.0 22.4 20.9 
O.∞1 3.側 o20.6 22.5 21.2 
0.00054.6990 21.2 21.2 21.2 
O ー∞ 17.6 18.1 17.9 
52.7 56.5 54.6 
50.8 51.5 51.2 
48.5 47.6 48.1 
42.6 46.3 44.5 
46.6 45.7 46.2 
44.1 42.0 43.1 
40.8 39.2 40.0 
38.8 37.9 35.9 
33.5 37.8 35.7 
28.9 27.1 28.0 
26.7 24.7 25.7 
23.5 27.5 25.5 
23.8 21.7 22.8 
23.1 20.2 21.7 
20.5 22.7 21.6 
20.2 22.7 21.4 
20.2 22.8 21.5 
13.7 14.7 14.2 
Av. 
?
?
? ? ? 。
?????
??????????????
。?
????
???
?
???
o 
。 ? 。 。
???
。 ，
?
??
??
????? ????????
???
♀ 
24.2 25.6 24.9 21.0 
20.4 19.2 19.8 16.6 
17.6 15.4 16.5 11.6 
14.1 12.3 13.2 5.7 
11.1 11.3 11.2 2.2 
11.2 10.5 10.9 2.4 
9.4 9.2 9.3 0.2 
9.2 8.9 9.1 1.1 
10.3 10.3 10.3 0.3 
10.3 9.4 9.9 0 
10.1 9.7 9.9 0 
10.1 9.9 10.0 0 
9.0 9.7 9.4 0 
10.8 8.7 9.8 0 
8.6 9.2 8.9 0 
7.7 10.0 8.9 0 
8.8 9.9 9.4 0 
5.9 4.9 5.4 0 
Av. 古早
or-"γ十.日……….目………….日…….日…….日…..二一…………….一…….一…ベ.日.
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Fig. 2. Schematic repre田ntationof the state of ommatidium adapted to various luminωiti田.
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As is shown in Table 1， itis cl伺 rthat not only the nucleus (n) and pigments 
of a，民団関rypigment cel (d-p) but al関 thenuclear part of retinula， with its distal 
end (r) (the outward boundary of expanded nuclear part)， change their positions 
considerably in proportion to the various quantities of light which enters into com-
pound eye. 
THE NUCLEAR PART OF RETINULAR CELL (Fig. 2， r)
The distal end (r) of expanded nuclear part of retinular偲 1，in the eye adapted 
to 1，500 lux for 3 hours，民cupi田 the伊sitionindi田旬dwith the index 33.5 on the 
average of mal白 andfemales apart from the inner surface of comea. More pro-
xima11y than this， or， a litle more dista11y than the middle of ommatidium there 
is located出enucl伺 r戸 rtof retinula. YAGI (1938)， examining micr慨 opicallythe 
light-adapted ommatidia of moths of the回mes戸ci偽 showedthat the nuclear 
part of retinula was situated部 ifit surrounded the distal apex of rhabdomeres. 
This indicates that the nuclear part of retinula has progr錨 edmore proxiam11y 
than the ca田 ofthe writer's observation. A∞ording to the measurement of the 
writβr， the distal end of the rha1xlomeres田emsto take about 65 as the index. 
Con田quently，YAGI'S figu配 indicat，田 thatthe nuclear part of retinular cel is 
indexed by 65， and then， the distal end of the expanded part of retinula is伺 lcu-
lated by about 60. ln出isway， there is found considerable discrepancy between 
出ebo出r田ults， though similarly being said to be light-adapted. lt is a matter of 
course出atthis is due to the difference of the intensiti白 oflight used in both伺路・
lt is伺討lyr，配ognized出atthe experiment of YAGI was conducted at the higher 
intensity than 1，500 lux u田dby the writer. B配au略 whenthe eye was adapted 
for 3 hours to 2，1001ux， r was situated more proximally by 5.2 in index than 
when adapted to 1，500 lux. 
When ey白 weredark-adapted， the result obtained by the writer agrees very 
well with the fi思.rresreported by YAGI， indicating R = 17.9 in the index on the 
average of males and females. ln the present studi同 asthe proximal end of cry-
stalline cone has been decided to take 21 as the standard value， R = 17.9 may be 
姐 idto expr回sthat the distal end of nuclear part of retinular ce1 is 1，∞ated more 
distally by 3.1 over the proximal end of crystalline cone. This means also the distal 
end or 7 or 8 nuclei of retinular cel enclose the proximal end of crystalline cone. 
As the result， the latter becom由旬 bedir配 tly∞nn配 tedwith rha凶omereby a 
threadlike retinula often having one nucleus left on it 
The possi ble chang田 inthe states of retinular cels r回.pondingto the various 
intensities of light are explained as follows. 
The state of the distal end (r) of the nuclear戸rtof tetinular cel adapted to 
241ux舵arcelydiffer from that adapted to the standard light (1，500 lux)， on other 
words， even if the light intensity to be adapted is changed from 1，500 to 24 lux， 
the distal end (r) of the nuclear開rtof retinular cel changes its position only from 
33.5 to 33.2 in its index. During the d配 reaseof light intensity from 241ux to 2.9， 
the position of r changes more proximally litle by litle in a linear rewtion. When 
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the light in飽nsityd自民ndsbelow 2.91ux， the change of R or the position of r 
becom回 graduallystil larger ∞m戸redwith the d配 rea田 oflight intensity. For 
example， when the light intensity is changed from 1 lux旬 0.7，R decr田氏sfrom 
27.7 to 26.6， showing relatively large transition. 1t舘emsthat this tendency grows 
stronger and stronger til the light intensity d蹴 ends加 0.21ux.When the intensity 
decrea錨 under0.2 lux， til it r回 ch回 0.0005lux， R deviat自民tw配 n23.0 and 
21.2. The田 relationshipsbetween the light intensiti田 andthe index of R are well 
問pr田entedby r-line in Figure 2. L∞king at this curve， itis田lf・evidentthat the 
large chang白 ofR or the position of the distal end of nudear part of retinular cel 
are performed under the light intensities 1白sthan 1.7 lux. Even when the light 
intensity， however， isas very low as 0.0005 lux， R stil indicat白 21.2，vid.， the 
distal end of retinular cel民arcelytouch白 theproximal end of crystalline ∞ne， or 
dぽ snot yet∞me to surround it. This should be noticed. Namely， in the range 
from 0.0∞5 lux to 0， there are田enstil more considerable changes in the p儲 ition
of the distal end of retinular cel. This may 民団idto have clo田 relationsω出e
facts that the rice-stem borer moth can well r白pondto the very low intensiti白 of
light (10-0--8 lux， KABURAKl et al.， 1939). 
THE NUCLEUS OF ACCESSORY PIGMENT CELL (Fig. 2， n)
Notwithstanding the great changes from 1，500 lux to 6.3 in light intensities， 
the nudeus (n) of accessory pigment cel do田 notalter its position so greatly， but 
10出.erange from 6.31ux to 0.7， itbegins to 1凹atemo閃 andmore distally， accord-
ing to the d白cendingof light intensity， and takes as low a value as 9.3 when the 
light intensity is 0.71ux. But， although the light intensity drops lower than 0.7 lux， 
it d伺 snot change alm佃 tits position， taking the index of 9.4 at 0.0005 lux. 
Glancing Table 1， there are shown some such deviations in the indices of it (N) as 
10.3 or 8.9， etc.， between 0.7 and 0.0005 lux， but it ne吋sno回yingthat th白e
deviations originate in the individual or measurement errors. Lastly， when dark-
adapted， the nucleus alters its position by 5.4 in the index. This relation ag開港
fairly well with the伺 seof the retinular cel. 
THE DIST AL END OF PIGMENTS IN ACCESSORY PIGMENT CELL (Fig. 2， d)
When the eye is adapted旬 1，500lux， the distal end (d) of pigments in acc白・
回 rypigment cel plac田 i田Ifa litle more proximally than the inner a戸xof cone. 
But， itcom白 totouch the inner surface of cornea， when the light intensity to be 
adapt吋 isas low as 0.2 lux. Namely， when adaptedω0.21ux， it∞cupies the 
担 meposition as in the dark-adapted， notwithstanding the nucleus (n) of a∞白田ry
pigment cel dα~ not do回. This transition in the戸sitionof d according to the 
change of luminosity， from 1，500 lux to 0.2， israther large than that of the nucleus 
(n) of aα白釦rypigment cel. 1ts index indicates 22.4 against 19.5 ( = 24.9 -5.4) 
of n. 
THE PROXIMAL END OF PIGMENTS IN ACCESSORY PIGMENTS CELL (Fig. 2， p)
1n the range of variation in light intensity田edin the pre田ntstudi，田， the 
proximal end (p) of pigments in a∞田sorypigment cel underg'ぽ sthe g問at回t
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alteration in its position. When adapted to 1，5001ux， itindicates the index of 
54.6， 1∞ating generally a litle more distally than the distal end of rhabdomer白.
When dark-adapted， however， itsindex is only 14.2. This means that the proximal 
end of pigmen包 issi出atedat the point about two-thirds of the length of crystalline 
∞ne from the inner surface of com伺・ Aαordingly，in the pr缶entstudi同 where
the light intensity vari白 from1，500 lux to 0， p fluctuatl回 from54.6 to 14.2 in the 
indices or by 40.4 in the subtracted value， which is nearly the half of the total 
length of ommatidium excepting ∞rn白・ Fromth田efac包， it may be田idthat the 
extent of transition in the s包teof ommatidium a∞ordingωlight intensiti白 tobe 
adapted is most'prominent in the proximal end of pigments. 
Examining in detail， however， itis evident that there exists not田 large
change in the position of p as∞町田，pondingto gr回 td配 endingin the light in-
tensity from 1，500 lux to 1.7 or 1.0. lt is merely a change from 54.6 to 43.1 in 
the indic同 or，in other words， even when adapted旬 1.0lux， p issi旬atedonly 
a litle mo回 distallyby 11.5 in the index than when adapted to 1，5001ux. When 
the light intensity descends below 1.01ux， however， con仕arywith the extent of 
intensity d白cending，the d配 reasingtendn配 yin the indio田 ofproximal end (p) of 
pigments beoomes stil stronger， namely， even by a litle transitions in the light 
inte凶 ity，the position of the proximal end of pigments is influenoed oonspicuously. 
When the light intensity d配 endsto the range from 0.03 lux to 0.0005， it田ems
that p again com白 toindicate no large shifting in its伊sition.But between出e
two positions， one adapted to 0.00051ux and the other to darkness， there exists 
stilllarge difference as shown by 21.5 and 14.2 r白戸ctively.This relation ag回es
well with the cases of the retinular cel and the nucleus of a白崎orypigment cel， 
and indicat白 thatthe pigments a問 influenced∞nspicuouslyby as low an intensity 
of light as below 0.0005 lux. 
THE STATES OF OMMATIDIA AS A WHOLE 
The diagrammatic figl江田ofthe states of ommatidia adapted to the ten of the 
eighteen various light intensiti，田 U田din the pn罰則 studiesare shown in Fig. 3， 
repre田ntingthe relationshi戸民tw田nthe light intensity and the nuclear part of 
retinular cel， the nucleus， the distal and proximal ends of a町田回rypigmen t cel. 
Glancing over Figs. 2 and 3 (cf. Plate 1)， itis田lf幽evidentthat the distal end of 
the nuclear part of retinular cel (r)， and the nucleus (n)， the distal (d) and proximal 
end (p) of pigments in aα田sorypigment ceJl al indicate reversed sigmoid curv田.
The degree of curvings is the strong田tin p or the proximal end of pigments， the 
next in d or the distal end of the same， and the weak，田tin r or the distal end of 
nuclear part of retinular cel. 
lt should 国 al田 noticedthat the pigments distribute m凶 twidely， i.e.， the 
distal end of pigments is most apart from the proximal one， when the intensity 
of light to be adapted is nearly 1.0 -1. 7 lux. 
That the nuclear part of retinular cel， and the nucleus and proximal end of 
pigments of a氏自sorypigment cel change fairly their position可 evenin the range 
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(lux) 
Fig_ 3. The state of ommatidia adapted to various luminosities. 
of light intensiti白 from0.0005 lux to darkn田s，may be田idto have clc間 relations
ωthe fac飴 thatthe rice-stem borer mothαn well r白pondto very low intensity 
of light.* 
IV. INFJ .UENCE OF LIGHT TO THE MIGRATION OF THE NUCLEI 
OF RETlNULAR CELL AND PIGMENTS 
In the previous s配 tion，the writer stated出atthe nuclear part of retinular cel， 
and the nucleus and pigments of a，∞白田rypigment cel in the compound eye of the 
nc怠-stem出rermoth t∞k the definite戸>sitionin proportion加 theintensity of light 
to 民 adapted.The two extrem田 ofit are the stat白 oflight-and dark-adaptations. 
Aωrdingly， in the pr∞田swhen the adaptation of an eye chang白 fromlight 
to dark or reversely， the nucl回 r戸rtof retinular cel， and the nucleus and pig-
ments of a，α自由rypigment cell come to migrate distally or proximally. In order旬
know what relation there exists between the migration of the above terms and the 
time fi配 e湖 ryto it， the writer conducted the ex戸rimentsas follows・
As the source of light ωbe ex戸rimented，a Mazda electric incand飽 ent
lamp， 100 V. 100 W.， was employed under 100 volt. In order to absorb the heat 
radiated from the lamp as much as possible， the lamp was dip戸ddir配 tlyinto 
water in the glass 戸tof 10 cm. in the radius， which was cons匂ntlyreplaced by 
frl白hc∞1water as far田 theex戸rimentw部民ing∞nducted.The above appa-
ratus w出 placed.in a dark r∞m， and the moths were arranged on the radius of 
25 cm. apart from the lamp， and fixed by cli戸，回 asωfaceωthelight回目白in
the ventral side and situate horizontally in the head加 thefilament of the lamp. 
When the process of dark-adaptation was to be exmamined， moths， arranged 
・ The minimum intensity of light which the rice-stem borer moths respond to is 10-~lux viewed 
from the rate of moths ariving to the light回urce(Kaburaki and Iwasa， 193). al¥d 1Q-8j~~ 
yievY'e9 frcIl} the djstrib判ons~情。'f rnoths re!ea副 (Ira回ni.1~351・
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部 mentionぽ1above， were left for 3 hours after the lamp was lighted， r白 ultingto 
be adapted to 1，500 lux. of出em，one male and female were fixed by CARNOY'S 
田lutionas the sp配 imenlight叫 apt吋 (control).Then the light was tum吋 off，
and extending to 60 minut白， at intervals of 5 minut田， one male and female 
were r，白戸ctivelyfixed in darkn白s.
When the pr町田sof light-adaptation was to be studied， moths， placed in the 
appara旬sas mentioned above， were left for 3 hours after the light w酪 tumedoff， 
and adapted to darkn蹴・ ofthem， one pair of male and female was fixed in dark-
n部出 thespecimen dark吋 apt，吋(con回，J).Then， the lamp was turn吋 onand at 
interva1s of 5 minutes， one pair of male and female was fixed extending to 60 
mmut田.
The other methods are a1 the田 meas mentioned in the previous記ction.
Per one plot of experiment，出enumber of compound ey白 used，which were 
of the姐 mestate in the proc白sof adaptation， amounts to ten of mal白 andfemal回
r白戸ctively.Accordingly， each datum obtained is a1 the average of ten pairs of 
males and femal白・ Theexperiments were∞nducted under the tem戸ra加reof 
250C. 
1. Process 01 Dark-ada，ρtation 
The pr∞倒ofdark-adaptation is indicated in Table 2 and Fig. 4. 
When the light is tumed off or the il1umination is changed from 1，5∞lux to 
o or darkn鰯， a1 of the dis凶 end(r) of the nuclear part of retinular ce1， and the 
nucleus (n) of a回目回rypigment ce1， the <l.istal (d) and proximal end (p) of pig-
ments of the回mece1 migrate dista11y ac∞rding as the time ela戸白.As is shown 
in Fig. 4， itis c1ear that出es凶白ofthe migrations indi，回tesigmoid curv略 which
differs in shape r，白戸ctivelyby回，chof the items measured. Be that as it may， a1 
of the above items do not make any large migrations until 5 minut，白ela問 since
the light is tumed of. 
THE DISTAL END OF THE NUCLEAR PART OF RETlNULAR CEIム<Figs.4， 5， r)
As alr，阻dymentioned in the previous舵 tion，the悶 itionof the d凶 1end (r) 
of the nuc1ear part of retinular ce1 is shown by 33.5 or 17.9 in the index r'白戸P
tively when the eyes are adapted for 3 hours to light (1，500 lux) or darkness 
(0 lux). But， the range of the migration of r for 60 minut白 afterex{X洛ureto 
darkn邸 isrestricted， indicating only 14.0 in the index (33.5 at 1，500 lux -19.5 
at 60 minut田 ela戸ein darkn倒). Namely， r isthe lat白tof the items (r， n， d 
and p) in migrating speed (Table 3). About 35 minut田 afterthe beginning of dark. 
adap匂tion，r migrates more dista11y than the proximal end of crystal1ine ∞ne or 
com白 tosurround the later. After the lap配 of40 minut白 theindic田 ofr deviate 
from 19.7 to 18.9， and take 19.5 at 60 minut田.This deviation probably repre記nts
the individual difference of moths and the measurement error， but at出e祖 me
time， shows that r∞m田 fairlyn白 rto the position of r adapted perf配tlyto dark-
ness. Examining in detai1， however， the position that r侃 cupies60 minutes after 
寄ub炉tion~o 如Içn開拘 19ム a }jtle lar~er than tlw ifl(;lex ~17.9) of r wtep coPl-
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TABLE 2 
日目白Sof dark aqaptation (index) 
Time R N D (D') P (P') 
(Min.) ♀ 2 Ay. ♀ー 古 Av. ♀ 古 Av. ♀ 古 Av. 
*LA. 31.735.333.5 24.2 25.6 24.9 21.0 23.8 22.4 52.7 56.5 54.6 
(2l.0) (23.8) (22.4) (52.7) (56.5) (54.6) 
5 33.2 30.3 31.8 23.5 22.9 23.2 2.0 19.3 20.7 54.3 54.4 54.4 
(22.0) (19.3) (20.7) (54.3) (54.4) (54.4) 
10 31.0 28.4 29.7 23.7 21.5 22.6 却 .6 18.3 19.5 54.6 50.2 52.4 
(17.6) (17.6) (17.6) (55.2) (52.1) (53.7) 
15 28.9 27.2 28.1 20.7 19.2 20.0 16.4 16.2 16.3 47.0 42.3 44.7 
(5.1) (7.3) (6.2) (51.2) (54.5) (52.9) 
20 26.8 25.4 26.1 18.3 17.0 17.7 9.7 11.2 10.5 40.8 37.6 39.3 
(0 ) (0 ) (0 ) (49.3) (54.3) (51.7) 
25 24.1 23.7 23.9 16.6 18.2 17.4 3.4 5.0 4.2 32.2 31.9 32.1 
(0 ) (0 ) (0) (44.9) (49.9) (47.4) 
ω 25.1 21.0 23.0 14.2 13.9 14.1 2.5 3.9 3.2 31.2 26.1 28.7 
(0) (0) ( 0) (47.8) (50.0) (48.9) 
35 20.1 19.9 20.0 1?3 12.5 12.9 。1.5 0.8 22.9 21.0 22.0 
(0) ( 0) (0 ) (40.5) (38.4) (38.5) 
40 19.2 19.4 19.3 9.5 9.5 9.5 。。 。 23.5 22.4 23.0 
(39.6) (38.2) (38.9) 
45 18.7 19.9 18.9 9.8 9.3 9.6 1.7 。 0.9 23.7 23.4 23.6 
(0) (0 ) (0 ) (34.9) (39.5) (37.2) 
50 18.5 19.3 18.9 8.2 9.5 8.9 。。 。 22.7 20.0 21.4 
(28.0) (35.2) (31.6) 
55 20.7 18.6 19.7 11.0 7.7 9.4 0.4 。 0.7 21.6 19.4 20.5 
(0 ) (0 ) (0 ) (30.0) (29.7) (29.9) 
60 18.9 20.1 19.5 7.6 10.3 9.0 。。 。 20.8 19.7 20.3 
(22.3) (26.9) (24.6) 
* D. A. 17.6 18.1 17.9 5.9 4.9 5.4 。。 。 13.7 14.7 14.2 
* The state adaptedωlight (1，5∞lux) or darknes. 
料 Parenthi?:ednumbe四 indicateD' and P'間申詑tively.
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pletely dark.adapted. A，αxコ吋ingly，it is 回silysuppcぉedthat the distal end of the 
nuclear part of retinular cel migratl白 outwardsvery slowly even 60 minut白 after
也rk.a也ptationbegins until it com田 tobe ped配t1ydark.adapted. The ve1∞ity of 
distal migration of r in this experiment is the high白 tabout 10 or 15 minutes after 
the beginning of dark.adaptation. 
THE NUCLEUS OF ACCESSORY PIGMENT CELL (Figs. 4. 5， n)
Narrown偲 inthe range of migration of the nucleus (n) of accesωry pigment 
cel com邸時condto the ca田 ofthe previous item or r， vid.， n migrat白 distally
only by 14.2 in the index within 60 minu回， from 24.9 when light (l ，~OO lux)・
姐aptedto 9.0 when 60 minut田 ela戸吋afterdark.adaptation begins. Morl回，ver，its 
distal migration is relatively slow. Within 60 beyond 40 minut白 afterthe beginning 
of dark.adaptation， n匂k田 9.5-8.9in the index. As the index of n in the perf，配tly
dark.a也ptatedeye is 5.4 as stated in the previous s配 tion，it is easily suppcぉedthat 
n migrat，田 outwardsvery slowly even after 60 minut白 laI蹴 fromthe begiruung 
of dark.adaptation， as坦meas in the国時ofthe distal end of the nuc1ear part of 
retinular cel. The nuc1eus is located nearly to but a litle more proximally than the 
inner end of crystalline∞ne as indicated by 24.9 in the index even when light 
(1，500 lux}.adap絶d，回 that，it can伺 silymigrate more distally than the latter at 
the 1a戸e回 alitle as 10-15 minut田 afterthe dark.adapting begins. The vel，∞ity 
of the migra討onof the nucleus (n) is the high田twhen 20-25 minut，白ela戸ed.
τ1-IE DISTAL END OF PIGMENTS IN ACCES荻)RYPIGMENT CELL (Figs. 4， 5， d， d')
of many parts in ∞mpound eye， the pigments in acc目印rypigment cel is 
most influenced by the intensity of light used to be apdated， as is clearly indicated 
in the previous田ction.This is回 silyproved a1so by the pre田ntexperiment. 
The distal end (d) of pigments is situated at the position denoted by 22.4 in 
the index when adapted to light (1，500 lux). When the eye begins dark.a也.pting，
it migrates for a fairly long distance even in the first 5 minutes la戸、 mcrea邸
greatly the vel∞ity of migration after 10 minutes， and com白 n伺 rlyto touch the 
inner surface of cornea when 40 minut白 ela戸e.1n other words， 40 mInutes after 
the beginning of dark'adaptation， d匂k田 aposition部組meas that w hen ped配t1y
dark.adapted. 1ts migration is the high白tin the vel促 itywhen about 20 minut白
ela戸e(Fig. 5). When com伊 undeye is transfered from light (1，500 lux)ωdark. 
n邸 inits adapting pr目白s，among the various tissu白 ofthe eye， the distal end of 
pigments of a白白sorypigment cel is only the one which can take within 60 minutes 
the姐 mes匂te出 thedark.adapted under the temperature of 250C. 
1t is noteworthy that there exists the item indicated by D' in Table 2 and Fig. 
4. More distally than the distal end (d) of pigments are often very small amount of 
pigments distributed， of which the utm白 tdistal part is denoted by d' (the index 
D'). When the ey白 areadapted ωvarious intensities of light (1，500-0 lux) for 
3 hours as stated in the previous s配 tion，there were not observ吋 suchphe∞Imenon. 
When the eye is fixed on the cour田 ofdark.adapting pigment migration as in the 
pr蹴 ntexperiment， such phenomenQn emerges. Fl.lrthennore， inproportion tQ 
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出elapse of adapting time， the distanぽ betw田nd' and d becom回 largerand larger. 
This indicat回出atd' migrat田 distal1year1ier than d with the la戸eof time. In 
other words， when the pigments migr蹴 dis凶lyin the course of dark-adapting， a 
very smal1 amount of pigmen箇 mov白 aheadof the main mass of pigments， i.e.， 
mov田 mo:四rapidlythan the later. Going in detail， d'begins to advance distally 
beyond d 10 minut，田 afterthe beginning of dark-adap匂tion，tak，田 amaxImum 
S戸edat 15 minut回 h戸e，and touch目白einner surface of corn白 when20 minut白
elapse. This state of migration of d' is remarkable. The回mephenomenon， CoLL凶S
(1934) observed in the codling moth. 
τHE PROXIMAL END OF PIGMENτ's lN ACCESSORY PIGMENT CELL (Figs. 4. 5. P. p') 
Of the various parts of ∞mpound eye， the proximal end (p) of the pigments in 
aco白回rypigment cel is the larg'田tin migrating distance， which is 40.4 in the 
index ranging from 54.6 when adaptedωlight (1，500 lux) to 14.2ωdarkn倒，出
has 民enalr，回dys匂tedin the previous蹴 tion.ln the present ex戸riment，w hen 
60 minut白 elaI鴎 afterthe eye commenc田 dark.adapting，p， which has taken 54.6 
in the index in the light(1，500 luxトadaptedeye， indicates 20.3， vid.， p migratl回
distally by 34.3 in the index. The vel凹 ityof its migration 1既 om田 graduallystil 
higher 10 minut田 afterand reaches the highest when about 20 minutes ela戸e.
Thereafter， the speed grows lower and lower，出comingvery low after the la戸e
of 35 minut田 (Fig.5). lt is of course that p continues to migrate distally very slowly 
even since 60 minut田 ela戸eas is indicated by the indic民 andfinally rl田 ch白出e
回mes匂teas the perfectly dark-adapted. 
The proximal end (p) of the pigments here mentioned， however， means出at
of the main mass of pigments as in the case of the distal end (d). Examining in 
de也il，there can be seen a lagging behind of a small amount of pigments more 
proximally than the main m酪~. This phenomenon， as回meas in the国民ofthe 
distal end， can not be observecl when the ey田 havebeen adapted for 3 ho山吉to出e
various intensities of light. The s也teof the migration of the proximal end (p') of 
this small amount of pigments伺 nbe easily under百協調dby the transtition of the 
index P' alαompanied with the la戸eof time. As is shown in Table 2 and Fig. 4， 
the proximal end (p) of the main mass of pigments begins to migrate distally 10 
minut田 afterthe biginning of dark-adaptation， leaving behind a small amount of 
pigments， ofwhich the proximal end (p') commences distal migrating after the laI蹴
of 20 minut，白. The migration of p' is m凶 trapid after about 40 minut田 ela戸e.
Even at the la戸eof 60 minut，田 whenthe present expe巾nentis stopped， p'伺 nnot
touch p. Comparing with the dark-adapted state of pigments already mentioned in 
the previous section， however， itis self.evident that p' coincide with p when the 
eye com白 to∞mpletedark-adaptation. ln other words， this small amount of 
pigments performs such a movement as if it is left behind the main mass of pig-
ments when dark-adaptation begios and after a while com白 upwith the later. 
About 30 minut田 afterbeginning of dark-adaptation， this is left behind m凶 t
inten田ly.
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TABLE 3 
Migrating velocity in dark-adaptation 
TIme ~Mln.) R N D D' P P' 
一一。-5 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 0.2 0.2 
5-10 2.1 0.6 1.2 3.1 2.0 0.7 
10-15 1.6 2.6 3.2 11.4 7.7 0.8 
15-20 2.0 2.3 5.8 6.2 5.4 1.2 
20-25 2.2 0.3 6.3 0.0 7.2 4.3 
25-30 0.9 3.3 1.0 0.0 3.4 -1.5 
30-35 3.0 1.2 2.4 。 6.7 9.4 
35-40 0.7 3.4 0.8 。 -1.0. 0.6 
40-45 0.4 -0.1 -0.9 。 -0.6 1.7 
45-50 0.0 0.7 0.9 9 2.2 5.6 
町一55 -0.8 -0.5 -0.7 。 0.9 1.7 
55-60 0.2 0.4 0.7 。 0.2 5.3 
‘V'i!lOeity is rep民sentedby the migrating distance {indexl at every 5 minutes. 
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THE ST AT~ OF OMMATIDIA AS A WHOLE 
It has been hitherto stated in what manner the distal end of the nuclear part 
of retinular cell， the nucleus and the distal and proximal ends of the pigments 
migrate in the process of dark-adaptation. Glancing at Table 3， and Figs. 4， 5， and 
8 {a}，出erelations between the period of dark-adapting time and the stat田 ofthe 
above items as well as the transitions in the migrating vel，∞ity of th(蹴伺nbe
easi1y understα札
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2. Process 01 Light-adゅtation
1n the回 meap戸ratusas is used in the previous ex戸riments，the ri舗・tem
borer mo出swere arrangl吋 andadapted for 3 hour百todarkn錨・ Then，the田urce
of light in the apparatus w錨加medon and under the intensity of 1，500 lux the 
moths were fixed at the intervals of 5 minut田 extendingto 60 minut白・ The
vano国 sI既 imensof the compound ey白 thustrea凶 wereexamined by the担 me
method出 staぬdin出eprevious s配tions.The r田ultsobtained are shown in Table 
4 and Fig. 6. The migrating stat，田ofthe observed items (r， n， dand p) a1 take也e
reversal sigmoid curves， and the nucleus (n) of a民国田町 pigment ce1 and the 
proximal end (p) of pigments r回開ld回開ia1yearlier than the nuclear戸rt(r) of 
retinular ce1 and the distal end (d) of pigmen民 thelast most slowly. 
TABLE 4 
岳民essof light adaptation (;ndex) 
Time 
(Min.) ??
?
??
? ?
P 
♀古 Av.
D. A. 17.6 18.1 17.9 5.9 4.9 5.4 
5 21.1 19.3 20.2 11.8 10.8 11.3 
10 24.0 22.5 23.3 17.0ι.5 15.8 
15 26.9 26.2 26.6 19.0 18.7 18.9 
20 30.9 29.9 30.4 23.8 22.0 22.9 
25 32.2 29.9 31.1 22.7 21.5 22.1 
30 32.1 39.7 30.9 22.6 22.5 22.6 
35 33.3 30.3 33.2 24.7 22.9 21.8 
40 31.3 30.5 30.9 21.0 23.3 22.2 
45 33.1 30.9 32.0 26.7 24.4 25.6 
50 30.0 30.9 30.5 27.1 23.2 25.2 
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THE DISTAL END OF THE NUCLEAR PART OF RETINULAR CELL (Fig耳.6，7，r) 
When 5 minut白 ela問 afterthe eye begins to be adapt吋 ωlight(1，500 lux)， 
the distal end (r) of the nuclear part of retinular cel migrat田 moreproximally than 
the inner end of crsytalline cone. The ve1凹ityof the戸oximalmigration of r isthe 
highc:渇twhen about 10 or 15 minut田 ela戸e，and is白戸泊ilylow after the la戸e
of 25 minut田 til60， when the ex戸rimentwas stop戸d，indicating 30.5-33.0 in 
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Fig. 6. Schemtatic repr闇 ntationof the p医院SSof light-adaptation. 
the index. In other words， the distal end of the nuclear part of retinular cel may 
be回 idgenerallyωfinish almost its proximal migmtion 25 minutes after the open-
ing of }ight-adaptation. As stated in the previous詑ction，r denotes 33.5 in the 
index when the eye is adapted for 3 hours to light (1，500 lux). so that， r may be 
組 idωcompleteits proximal migmtion in light-adapting process by the la戸eof 60 
mlllut田.
THE NUCLEUS OF ACCESSORY PIG乱1ENTCELL (Figs. 6，7， n)
The migration of the nucleus (n) of acc自由rypigment cel is more mpid than 
出atof r when the eye begins light-adaptation. Namely， the vel，∞ity of migmtion 
of n com'白 upto the high白 tat the lapse of 5 minutes from the opening of light-
adaptation. When 35 minut白 ela戸e， n∞mpletes alm田tto migmte proximally， 
and ther，白fter，extending to 60 minut田， it devia回 from23.8 to 25.7 in the index 
(with one e~田ption). As the index of n is24.9 when the eye is adapted for 3 hours 
to 1，500 lux， itmay be回id出atthe nucleus of a∞国sorypigment cel ∞mplet田
almωtperf配tlyits proximal migmtion about 35 or 45 minut白 afterthe ∞mmence・
ment of light.adaptation. Mor，田ver，when 20 minut白 elapse，the nucleus migmt出
more proximally than the inner end of crystalline cone. Excepting the first 10 
minutes， the state of migmtion of the nucleus of a目白田rypigment cel runs almost 
pamllel to that of the distal end of the nuclear part of retinular cel. 
THE DlST AL END OF PIGMENTS IN ACCESSORY PIGMENT CELL (Figs. 6， 7， d， d') 
The distal end (d) of pigments in a∞目的rypigment cel is late in the ∞ m-
mencement of the proximal migration， not 1.回vingthe inner surface of ∞m白
during the first 5 minut'田. After 5 minut'田 elapse， d begins its proximal migm-
tion a litle. Afterwards， the vdα:ity of the migration increas白 moreand more， 
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indi伺 tingthe high田twhen about 25 minut白 ela戸e，and then gradually d配 r組関s，
der.oting 21.9 in the index after 45 minut，田・Asthe index of d is 22.4 when the 
eye is adapted for 3 hours to 1，500 lux， it may be回idthat the distal end of pigments 
∞mplet回 alm伺 t戸rf民 tlyits proximal migration about 45 minut白 after血e∞m・
mencement of light-adaptation. 
This d or the distal end of pigments m回 ns出atof the main mass of pigments 
as was 抱 tedin the previous記ctionon the process of the dark-adaptation. In other 
wo吋5，a small amount of pigments is left behind more、distallythan the main 
pigment mass. The distal end of出issmall amount of pigments or d'， as is shown 
in the index D'， does not r，伺dilypart from the inner surface of ∞m伺. When 40 
TABLE 5 
Migrating vel∞ity in light.zdaptati:-n 
τ国.e(M件) R N D D・ P 
0-5 2.3 5.9 。 。 6.2 
5-10 3.1 4.5 1.9 。 12.5 
10-15 3.3 3.1 0.8 。 3.1 
15-20 3.8 4.0 4.0 。 9.8 
20-25 0.7 -0.8 3.3 。 2.9 
25-30 -0.2 0.5 6.0 。 -1.0 
30-35 2.3 1.2 0.9 。 2.7 
35-40 -2.3 -1.6 3.0 2.1 -0.9 
40-45 1.1 3.4 2.0 2.4 2.5 
45-50 -1.5 -0.. -1.5 2.9 -2.2 
50-55 。 1.5 2.0 5.3 2.2 
55-60 2.5 -1.3 -1.6 1.6 -1.3 
Velocity is repl'白回総dby the migrnting distanぼ (index)at every 5 minu回.
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回
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minut，回ela戸eafter light-adaptation is begun， d' leaves the inner surface of corn伺，
and migrat田 proximally，incr伺 singits s戸edpromptly， and appr伺 ching旬 the
distal end of the main mass of pigments or d. 1n the range of 60 minut田， however， 
during which the pre舘 ntexperiment was conducted， d' could not reach d. But it 
18白 silyr配 ognizedthat d'回 n∞meup wi出dafter the much la戸eof time， from 
the facts出atthere remains no such a small amount of pigments in the ommatidium 
adapted for 3 hours to 1，500 lux. This distal remaining of a small amount of 
pigments on the light-adapting proc白sis much wider in the range and fairly more 
in the amount than in the伺提ofthe prl配 edingof the担 meon the dark-adapting 
pr田倒，and analogous to the proximal remaining of pigments on the dark-adapting 
prlα:es mentioned in the previous蹴 tion.
THE PROXIMAL END OF PIGMENTS IN ACCESSORY PIGMENT CELL (F沼s.6， 7， p)， 
The limit of the migration of the proximal end (p) of pigments in a∞田釦ry
pigment cel is回 wideranging from 14.2旬 54.6as is shown in the index p， that 
出evel∞ity of the proximal migration of p is very high even at the beginning of 
light-adaptation. 5 minut田 afterthe commen四 mentof light-adaptation， p migrat国
more proximally over the inner end of crystalline cone， and 10 minut田 after，it 
repre舘ntsthe high白 ts戸沼d.Then， itpa蹴 sthe half of the total distance of its 
proximal migration by the la戸eof 15 minut同 andattains alm団 t80% of its 
migration when 35 minut田 ela戸e.Hereafter， though the s伊edbecom田 fairly
small， p complet回 alm偶 tits proximal migration by the la戸eof60 minut民 denoting
50.7 in the index. However， in order to reach the錯 mestate as that perf配 tly
adapted to 1，500 lux which denot白 54.6，it n剖 smore time than 60 minut，白・ αE
the ∞urse of the proximal migration of p， such phenomenon or the fore-going of a 
small amount of pigments from the main pigment mass as was田enin the伺田of
the pr民間ofdark-adaptation is not observed. 
THE STATES OF OMMATIDIA AS A WHOLE 
on the pr町田sof light-adaptation， the above-mentioned states of proximal 
migration of the various items， or the distal end of the nuclear part of retinular cel， 
the nucleus of a氏自問rypigment cel， and the distal and proximal ends of pigments 
in it，伺nbe well r，配ongnizedin Table 5 and Figs. 6， 7， and 8 (b) (cf. Plate I). 
3. Difference between the Two Processes 
1t is clear that the distal and proximal ends of the pigments in acc白田ry
pigment cel differ in the migrating states when the eye is on the course of dark-
or light-adapting， as is shown in Fig.月. Accordingly， ifa small amount of 
pigments at outer or inner region from the distal or prox.imal end of the main 
pigment mass is proved to exist in the microscopical examination of a蹴 tionof 
∞mpound eye， itcom田 evidentwhether the eye was∞nducting light-adaptation 
or dark-adaptation. This somewhat resembles旬 thestatement of COLLlNS (1934) 
that， in the ∞dling mo出，出estate of iris pigment伺 nnot indicate whether the 
ey白 areon出epr目白sof light-or dark-adaptation， but the position of retinular 
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Fig. 8. Diagrammatic figures of the stat田 offour ommatidia， inthe ∞urse of 
dark. or !ight.adapt且tion.(a) represen匂 ommatidia∞nductingdark.adaptation， and 
(b) !ight.adaμation. 20 or 40 indicat白 timP.in minutes after白e∞mmenc町 lentof 
dark. or light.adaptation. 
pigment often indicates the direction of movement of iris pigment. 
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It is of cour記 thatthe migrations of the distal end (r) of the nucl回 rpart of 
retinular cel1， the nucleus (n) of aα白田rypigment ceU， and the distal (d) and 
proximal ends (p) of pigments is oPJX洛itein the direction when they are on the 
process of light. or dark-adaptation. Examining in detail， however， th田etwo 
phenomena are not accurately reverse each other. 
In order to investigate these 肥 lations， the graphs of migrating spE対onthe 
proc白Sof dark-adaptation (Fig. 5) and those of light'adaptation (Fig. 7) were 
analogized by every item (r， n， d and p)，前 areshown in Fig. 9. 
THE DISTAL END OF NUCLEAR PART OF RETINULAR CELL (Fig. 9， r)
on the p町田sof light-adaptation， the migrating s戸edof the distal end (r) of 
nuclear part of retinuler cel1 is higher in the first half of the ∞uぉeand the time 
when the highest al釦 com四 alitle伺 ilierthan on出epr'∞ess of dark.adaptation 
r回pectively.In other words， inr， the proximal migration is higher in the s戸edand
a litle伺rlieriIl the tille when the speed is llaxillull thaIl the dü~tal migratioIl. 
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THE NUCLEUS OF ACCESSORY PIGMENT CELL (Fig. 9， n)
The state of the nucleus (n) of acce蜘 rypigment ce1 may be regarded as a 
S戸当cial伺田 inthe above円stated.Namely， n begins promptly in its highest s戸edto 
migrate proxima11y as s∞n as the light-adapting begins， and出en，the speed of 
migration decr伺掛prominently∞町田pondingto the la開 oftime. On the con-
trary， inthe回記ofdark-adapting， the speed of the distal migration of n is very 
low in the beginning， and reaches the maximum when 20-25 minutes elap略
amounting to only les than the half of the maximum s戸edin the light-adapting. 
THE PROXIMAL END OF PIGMENTS IN ACCES欽)RYPIGMENT CELL (Fig. 9， p)
The団関 ofthe proximal end (p) of pigments in acc白田rypigment 田1is 
almost analogous but extreme to that of n， excepting a slight difference from the 
latters on the two poin飽， or the migrating velωity and the time when it becom白
maximum. The time when the migration speed is maximum ∞m田 10minut白
after the beginning of adaptation in the回 seof light-.βdapting， and 20 minut回 after
in the ca記 ofdark-adapting， both maximum speeds being very high， but the latter 
about three qua此ersthe fonner. 
THE DISTAL END OF PIGMENτ's IN ACCESSORY PIGMENT CELL (Fig. 9， d， d') 
Differing from the a.bove-mentioned， however， the distal end (d) of pigment& 
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mac偲翻rypigment cel indicat，田 thetime of the maximum s戸00in its migration 
in the case of dark-adapting ∞ming a li伐le回 rlierthan in that of light-adapting， 
and the maximum sp配dof the latter being almost two thirds that of the former. 
In the distal end of the fore-going or remaining part on the outside of the main 
m蹴 ofpigments in acceぉorypigment cel or d'， the above-statOO tendency becom白
exc宿泊ve(Fig. 9， d'). On the pr'凹 essof dark-adaptation， d'repr白entsthe high缶t
migrating s戸00among the indices of a1 items (r， n， dand p)， attaining the maxi-
mum speOO 15 minutes after subjection to darkness. on the pr∞鰯oflight-adapta-
tion， the migration of d' is very late in the beginning and slow in the s戸00.
1n a word， the outer part of pigments in accessory pigment ce1 differs from the 
other items on the point伽 tits dis凶 migrationin the dark-adapting pr目崎is
t泥酔n朗 rlierand also more rapid than the proximal migration in the light-adapting 
pr配部.1t may be田idthe excessive伺 seof this出atthe fore-going or remaining 
of a small amount of pigmentsωor from the main pigment mass is conductOO. 
THE STATES OF OMMATIDIA AS A WHOLE 
Thinking over the pigments only，出.epa此 (p)which becomes the fore-part in 
t恥 proximalmigration on the light-adapting p蹴倒 ismuch higher in出es戸00
and much earlier in the time reaching the maximum s戸00than the one (d) which 
becom白出ehind-part， but there is not s田 nsuch relationship 011 the dark-adapting 
pr∞ess (Fig. 9， d and p on the pr∞部 ofdark-adaptation). The dお凶 endof 
pigments migrates distally more quickly and rapidly on the dark-adapting pr'但鰯
than d田 sproxima11y on the light-adapting (Fig. 9， d). But， ihe distal end of 
the nuclear part of retinular cel， the nucleus of aco目的rypigment cel， and the 
proximal end of pigments indicate more rapid s戸00in the proximal migration on 
出.eproc白sof light-adaptation than in the distal migration on the pr'世田sof dark-
adaptation， es問 ia1yin the c田 eof the last th蹴 phenomenabeing∞nspicuous 
(Fig. 9， r， n， p). As a whole， the compound ey白 ofthe rice-stem borer moth 
conduct the light-adaptation s∞ner than the dark.adaptation. This fact唱r記 svery 
we11 with the r白 ultsalready statOO by many workers in regard to the relation of 
light conditionsめ com戸undey田 inarthropod. 
V. GENERAL CONSIDERA TIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The pre配ntexperiments were a1 conductOO in evening (18-22 h.)， inorder to 
avoid the ∞cur問 nceof the independent rhythmicity in pigment migration such槌
reported first by KI回EL(1894)， then by DEMOLL (1909)， JOHNAS (1911)， HORST-
MANN (1935) and so On in i田町ts，and by WELSH (1930) and other many workers in 
crustaceans. In 1956， YAGI， KOYAMA， and FURIHATA reported preliminarily that 
出.ecompound eye of the rice-stem borer moth actually p児島ntOOthe inde戸ndent
rhythmicity in its pigment migration， vid.， in the period of 0-8 am. it showOO 
出e錨 mestate as the light-adaptOO eye， even if the moth was kept in continuous 
darkness. Accordingly， the writer's ex戸rimentscan be said to ha ve been conductOO 
~voidins the thn~ in wtich the rhl'thmical misration of pi~ent is teld indepenQ-
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ently of the environmental light condition. The ex戸rimentswere al回∞nducted
under a constant tempera旬開of250C，釦thatthe r白ultsobtained may be回idto 
indicate the migration of cels and pigments dependent on light condition only， 
excluding the influence of other environmental ∞nditions and inner tendencies as 
much as戸溺ible.
Not only in crustaceans， but also in ins民 ts，the stat田 ofey回 dark-or light-
adapted were studied by many workers. But， in the case of light-adapted eyes， 
the intensities of light which were used in experiments are litle recorded. Aαord・
ing as the intensity of light is altered， the compound eye com白 tovary白戸cially
in the state of pigment. This is伺 silyrecongnized from the fact that the figure of 
the ommatidia in the writer's p児viouspaper (1933) is different from that of YAGI 
(1938)， both examining the light-adapted ∞mpound eye of the rice-stem borer 
moth. The fonner indicated the nuclear part of retinular cel being located at a 
point alm由 tone-half of the distance to the ap偲 ofrhabdomere from the inner ex-
tremity of cone， and the latter indicated it placing itself alm側 atthe apex of 
rha凶omere.This difference between both papeぉ isdue to more or les in国首ities
of light used to adapt the eye. In the pre舘 ntex戸rime叫 thewriter u田dthe 
various intensities of light upω1，5001ux from O. The state of the ommatidia 
adapted 1，500 lux， however， issaid to be insufficient in the deg問eof light-adapting 
∞mpared with YAGI'S r白ult(1938)， which showed no numeri回 1value of light 
intensity. Be伺use，the nuclear part of retinular cel can migrate more proximally 
proportionate to increasing the intensity of im伊sedlight. This is seli-evident al回
by the r白ultsobtained on the position of pigments and retinular nuclei in the 
present studi白・ Thus.the writer as:田rtsthat in the studi田 ofeye， the intensity 
of light used in ex戸rimentshould be denoted， otherwi民 theremight happen 
田me∞nfusionsin the r白ultsobtained. 
Be that as it may， at the first， the r回ultsobtained in the pre記 ntstudi田 on
the states adapted to the various intensiti田 oflight are compared with those of a 
few workers on lepidopωrous in田ctey白. CoLLINS (1934) showed the seven 
pigment p儲itionsas the standards of the stat回 ofiris pigment in the compound 
eye of the codling moth， but， the light intensity u田din his laboratory studi田 was
not denoted. Laying aside this， he obta泊edthe r白ultsthat the state of iris pigment， 
when the moth was killed under the natural illumination of 100.0. 1.5 and 0.012 
k但 ndles，t∞kP部 ition1 (complete light)， P，凶ition4 (one-hali dark)， and P，団1-
tion 6 (nearly complete dark or dark beginning light) r白戸ctively.The P曲 ition1 
of iris pigment in the α泊lingmoth is real1y ∞rr白pondentto the state of omma-
tidium in the rice-stem borer moth adapted for 3 hours to the light intensity of 
1，5001ux. In the rice-stem borer moth. however， the state of ommatidium adapted 
to absolute darkn白sshowed the more distal aggregation of a白白田rypigment 
granul田 thanthat of iris pigment in Position 7 (complete dark) in the α泊ling
moth. 
CoLLINS回 idthat under naturallight condition in March， both light-and dark-
(ldaptation回quired{¥bout事ntQvr fQr ∞mpletioJl ip tte codlins moth. TÞi~ coin-
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cid田 fairlywell with the r白ultsobtained in the p開館ntstudi<白 whichwere∞n-
ducted under varying the intensities of im戸国dlight from 1，500 lux旬 darkn邸
or vI<閃versa，except the fact that出eperiod of time n配偶aryfor light-adapting 
is litle shorter than that for dark-adapting. 
on the other hand， DAY (1941) a蹴 rtedin the ey田 ofthe moth， Eρhestia 
kueniella，出atabove 3 ft司candlewas n儲 ccaryω∞mpleteacc白田rypigment 
cel migration into the light position in 30 minut簡は戸sure.He al釦 demonstra飽d
that the proximal movement of a配回目rypigment cel was∞mpleted wi出in
approximately 12 minutes under an intensity of 12 ft司candle，but the distal move-
ment under darkn臨 t∞ksomewhat longer for completion than the proximal 
movement. The last r<回ultagre回 verywell with the author's. 
KOYAMA (1954) repor匂dthat when 2 kilolux was u田das light condition，出e
light-and dark-adaptation was completed in 30 minut白 inBombyx mandarina 
and a certain mutant of B. mori. 1n Saturniid moth， he (1955) observed出at，
under the錨melight condition， the pigment migration was not accomplished com-
pletely either in出ec部eof the upward movement or of the downward within 40 
mmutes. 
Glancing over th偶 ereports on lepidopterous insect ey白， it is very inter白ting
that in the com戸undey回 ofsuch moths as the rice-stem borer moth or codling 
moth， which indicate strong phototacic activit白， the inward or outward pigment 
migration seerns加問uirefor its completion rather longer戸riodof time出anm
theey白 ofother moths. 
Now， the writer must discuss the relations between the state of ∞mpound 
eye and the activities of the ri田-s旬mborer moth 
1t is not difficult to supIX脱出atthe above-mentioned alteration in the state of 
compound eyes of the rice-stem borer moth have direct relations to the photic 
activities of the moth. Becau民 the∞mpound eye is the r，配:eptiveorgan of photic 
stimulus， for which the民spon田 isthe photic activity. 
CoLLINS (1934) stated that出e∞dlingmoth appeared to be the m田t田nsitive
to light in the last stag<白 ofthe dark-adapting pigment migration and during the 
first hour of complete dark-adaptation， and is p<渇itivelyphototropic to a marked 
degree only when dark-adapted. He also mentioned that the vital activity of the 
moth are伺 rriedon alm儲 texclusively during戸riodsof changing light intensity 
and the nature of the moth's reacting to light varies according to the p<回tionof 
the iris-pigment. Thus， heconluded that the iris-pigment migrations are prominent 
factor in determining the behaviour of the moth. 
on the rice-stem 加rermoth， KABURAKI et a/. (1939) reported that the photic 
activity was the strong白tin the periods of 1-2 hours after sun田tin female which 
coincided with the time of its copulation and oviposition， and in male in the 
戸riodsof 1-2 hours later than in female. YAGI (1935) demonstrated that the 
rice-stem borer moth under natural conditions did the first activity within 1 hour 
after sun民t，the s配 ondone 1-2 hours later and the出irdand forth short on白
before sunri田. He ∞ncluded that the moth， when light-or dark-adaptation w錨
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enforced artificially， acted two times during the progress of adapting， the first 
action being due to the excitement of ne何回 atthe beginning of adaptation， and 
thes田onddue to the one at the completing of it. 
Comparing with the results stated in the previous paragraph， KABURAKI et al. 
(1939) demonstrated that the ri，白台temborer moth conducted the phototactic ac-
tivity in the strong白 tdegree immediately 民foreor after the compound eye com-
pleted its dark-adaptation. By their experiments light trap was used， however， it
is not confirmed that the moth wil1 do the phototactic activity in the process of 
light-adaptation， but YAGI's (1935) experiment showed that is ture. 
In order to discuss in detail the relation between the adaptation state of the 
compound eye and the photic activity， the results of the ex戸rimentsconducted on 
the photic responses of the rice-stem borer moth in different adapting stage are 
quoted here. The writer is indebted to Mr. Y. MITSUI for his kind help to do this 
expenment. 
The experiments were伺 rriedon using the long box， which was constructed 
Wl出 boardsnot to戸rmitlight entering through the lateral two sides， the句'Pand 
bottom sid田， but the both ends set with glass pla臨.The box was plac吋 betw田n
the two light sou武田 ofA and B， which the both ends of the box were fa目:dto. 
The moths were r田tedon the inside of glass plate C facing to A and after treat-
ment were made to move freely or回sporidto B. 
The luminosity on the glass plate of C was 700 lux when it was illuminated 
by A used for light-adaptation and 4.3 x 1O-~ lux when il1uminated by B employed 
for the investigation of photic responses. The ex戸rimentswere conducted under 
the temperatur，白 of21-26"C. 
At the fiぉtex戸riment，the moths on gl蹴 plateC were subjected to the light 
intensity of 700 lux by turning on the lamp A. 2 hours after， A was turned off， 
and the moths were made to commence dark-adap出19from completely light-
adapted state (to 700 lux) and dis戸rsingin the box. The number of moths dis戸rsed
in every period of time was counted. The r田ultsare indicated in Tables 6 and 7， 
TABLE 6 
Dispersion of moths in the pr田essof dark似 laptatぬn(1) 
? ? ??
??
?
? ? ????。
??
? ? ? ?
，
??
，?，?? 。。 0 0 
54 (92.2) 
71 (1∞) 
5 (7.8) 。
5 (7.8) 。
Time (Mio.) . 
a心掛
52 (81.3) 
68 (95.8) 
7 (11.0) 
3 (4.2) 
国 網
38 (59.4) 24 (37.5) 
62 (87.3) 40 (56.3) 
14 (21.8) 14 (21.8) 
6 (8.5) 22 (31.0) 
Moth Sex 
却 制
Cummulative number f♀ O 
of dis戸間dmoths Ui 0 
h持前hioednumher! indicate percentage. 
and Fig. 10. As is shown in Table 6， the moths， which dis戸n;edin the box， was 
not found wi出in10 minutes， but amounted to ab∞t 7.8 and 21.8 % in female 
and 0 and 31.0形 inmale in the periods of 20ー 30minuies and of 50-60 minutes 
。。 12 (18.8) 3 (4.2) 26 (40.6) 40 (62.5) 9 (12.7) 31 (43.7) 
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TABLE 7 
Dispersion of moths in the process of dark-adaptation (2) 
M儲b 匂孟 Plot 
to.也 1 1Ir. 1 .. 
Not 137 (95.1) 86 (42.2) 7 (21.2) 
disper百泊 134 (99.3) 123 (58.6) 16 (45.7) 
Disper記d 7 (4.9) 118 (57.8) 26 (78.8) 
1 (0.7) 87 (41.4) 19 (54.3) 
Total 144 (1∞) 204 (100) 33 (100) 
135 (100) 210 (1∞) 35 (1∞) 
r白戸ctive1y，after the dark-adapting was started. In the same∞ndition， Tab1e 7 
shows出.atthe moths， which begun to be active， amount怠don1y to 4.9形 infema1e 
and 0.7% in ma1e in the p10t investigated at 20 minutes 1apse， but came up旬 as.
large perl田 ntageas 57.8 in female and 41.4 in male in the plot of 1 hour 1a開・In
the p10t of 2 hours 1a戸e，the percen飽geis 78.8 in fema1e and 54.3 in male. This. 
demonstrates that relative1y a few moths represents active movements in the period 
from 1 to 2 hours 1a戸eafter dark-adapting begins. It may be回 id出atthe rice-
stem borer moth attains the maximum percentage in the individua1s which moves. 
active1y wi白血 60minut白 afterdark-adpting is started， females being a litle 
伺 rlierthan m.a1es in the acting time as a whole. Though the intensity of light and 
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.adapting time in this experiment differs from th伯eshown in Fig. 4， being 700 1ux 
ve四国 1，5∞and2 hours versus 3開spective1y，Fig. 4 ap戸arsωbeab1e to explain 
:near1y well the s匂teof eye in the moth which moved active1y within 60 minut田.
.Name1y， itis like1y that the activity of the moth emerg白 inthe highest degree 
when the ∞mpound eye nearly ∞mp1tetes its dark-adaptation as a who1e， but when 
:it finish田 itsdark-adaptation出e民 emergesa 1it1e activity. 1t is worthy to notice 
也at，notwithstanding of no difference in the adaptation state of eye in fema1e from 
出atin ma1e as shown in Tab1e 2，出eabove activity is begun in female a 1itle 
-earli町 thanin ma1e. According1y， itcan be also sup卯 sed出at，if the light environ・
ment are changed from 1ightωdarkn白鳥 therice-stem borer moth conducts its 
.activity in the high白 tdegree when the dark.adaptation of ey白 isaαomp1ished 
nearly in female and perha伊∞mp1ete1yin ma1e. This may be回idto ag悶 well
Wl出 theresults of CoLLINS (1934) obtained in the α泊1ingmoth， but can no抗ti副lu凶s-
回 t健eYAGI内，、sres白倒u山』品1t(は19ω35司)t出ha飢t出除er巾i託ce-悦 mb加o肥町rmoth a配.ct飴stwo times i加n出白e 
p戸r凹e悶鎚ofdark-adaptation. 
In the next experiment， as in the first， the moths were p1aced on the inside 
.of glass p1ate C facing to the lamp A， and made to be adapted for 2 hours to the 
.light intensity of 700 1ux by A. Then the 1amp A was switched off and the moths 
were forced to be adapted to darkness. When 20 minu陶 or1 hour e1a戸ed，出e
'lamp B was switched on， illuminating C by an intensity of 4.3 x 10-1 1ux. The 
:moths， which reached the fif出 partof the box adjacent to B， were numbered 
.every ten -minutes til 60. The resu1ts obtained are shown in Table 8 and Fig. 11. 
TABLE 8 
Degree of dark-adaptation and phQtotactic r儲pon舘 ofmlth (%) 
Tm-cdToul Time (Min.) 
Plot dark-adaoν-Se x mbe To包l
tation numoer 0-10 10-2o 20-3030-ωω一同随一ω
.，1¥_=_ f♀ 67 7 .5~ 0 4.5 1.5 7.5 4.5 25 _4~ 
a :.:unun. 1i 68 0'- 1.5 1.5 4.4 0 0 7.3 
b 1 hr. (♀ 39 56.4 0 12.8 5.1 0 0 74.4 
1O 5525.5 3.6 1.8 3.67.5o 41.8 
一一 一一
These resu1ts demonstrate that the 10nger the dark-adapting progre蹴 s，the 
・earlierthe phototactic r白ponseemerg白 andsimu1tan伺 us1ythe higher the r白pon田
rate be∞mes. The a加vephenomena ap伊三arsmore prominent in fema1e than in 
:ma1e. Name1y， in the p10t a in which the moths pushed dark-adaptation for 20 
.minu凶 fromthe s匂teadaptedω7001ux，出.eper'但 ntageof the moths responding 
to 1ight was very 10w and indicated a1most no variation ∞rresponding to the 1a戸e
，of time. In出ep10t b， inwhich the 1amp B was switched on 1 hour after出.edark-
-adaptation was started，出enumber of the r白pondingmoths amounted to veη 
守highdegree within the first 10 minutes， and since出end配 r伺 sedabruptly. Sup-
ぴ濁ingfrom Fig. 4出estate of ∞mpound eye which passed 20 minutes after sub-
長cted句 darkn田sfrom 1ight-adapted condition in 700 1ux， the dis凶 end(r) of the 
沼 uclearpart of retinu1ar cel， the nucleus (n) of a町田田rypigment cel and the 
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Fig. 11. Graph showing the relation between the degree of dark-adapting 
and the number of moths which r咽 pondedto light. a. when dark-adapt国
for 20 minutes and b. for 1 h∞r. 
<listal (d) and proximal ends (p) of pigments are likely to have .migrated about 
<lne-舘∞ndof the distance for which they would do when the eye completed dark-
adaptation. That is to say， the ommatidia are independent白 chother though 
10∞mpletely through the pigment granules in acc四回rypigment cel， so that the 
oCompound eye is yet of an ap伊sitionimage in the photorl配:eptivem配 hanism，
r白ultingthe weak phototactic r田ponseof the moth. This state of ommatidia 
r鵠 mblesnearly to that adapted for 3 hours to 6.3 lux (cf. Fig. 2). 
The state of the compound eye in the plot b， when 1 hour elap;記dafter the 
moth begun dark-adapting (and the lamp B w出 lighted)，may be回idto appr岨.cb
-10 the state when dark-adaptation is a∞omplished by 90 % (cf. Fig. 4)， accompanied 
by the formation of photoreceptive mechanism of almost∞mplete superposition 
image. Accordingly， the light intensities as low as 4.3 x 1O-21ux， which i1luminated 
the compound eye of the mQth through the lamp B， may be回idto give strong 
.-stimulus to the moth， r白 ultingthe forcing of strong phototactic r白pon田 assoon 
.as the lamp B is turned on. 
The state of the activities of the moth on the proc邸 oflight-adaptation w出
notex戸rimentallyascertained. It is回 silysuppc:艇d，however， that there are蹴 n
.the strong activity at the commencement of light-adaptation and then gradual 
<lecr<白 singcorresponding to the progrl回 sof light-adaptation. Be国u詑， when the 
1鋪<3)
???
? ? ? ?
50-60 40-50 
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light-adaptation begins， the eye yet keep dark condition in its adaptation state and 
according1y has superposition image， so that the lightωbe used in 1ight-adaptation 
give strong stimu1us tothe eye， r，白u1tingstrong activity in the moth， but， as出e
light-adapting progr白民s，the image of the eye tends from super伊sitionto apposi-
tion one， such 1ight com田 togive no more strong stimu1us to tae eye， and the 
activity of the moth be∞m白 W伺 kerand w伺 ker.
The fact that the ∞mpound eye of the riαテstemborer moth has a su戸時閥1-
tion image when the moth is adapted句 darkn鰯， IS回 silyconfirmed not on1y by 
the histo1ogica1 but also by the exterior view of the ~ye， vid.， there appeaぉ apro-
minent“副ow"if the eye is illuminated at a dark t1aぽ・ A∞ording1y，it may be 
said that the activity of the moth is the strong田ty.rhen the “glow" a目>earsmost 
prominently in the eye. This glow a1紅側 di組目先ars10 or 15 minut白 af町 the
sub戸tionof the eye to light condition from its dark-abapted state (P1縦 l).Tlus 
∞incid白 wellwith the time when the proxima1 end (p) of pigments migrat，白 fair1y
inwards over出.ea戸xof crystalline∞neon出.eproc悩 of1ight-adaptation. In other 
words， the state of pigments in the al∞白釦rypigment cel re1at白 mostd田p1yto 
the formation of super予lSitionimage or the ap戸aranceof “glow" in the eye of 
the ri国喝temborer mo也
EDWARD (1962) stated that there existed sex. difference in the flying activity 
patterns， mal白 beingmore active than fema1es， but 1i悦lein the pigment position 
or migration of回memoths. The writer's pre記ntrl白 u1tsagreed with EOWARO'S 
a加vestatement， but ma1es being not more active出anfema1es. BERNHARD and 
O町 O回 N(1960) showed that， in many nocturna1 moths， photic adaptation∞curs 
in two distinct ph踊es，the second being a more extended and 1ater phase of pig-
ment migration， which r白u1tsin greatly increased記 nsitivityto 1ight， than也e
first. The writer's ex戸rimentsmay be担 idto be ana1ogous to出eirse∞nd pha砥
In a word， the activity of the rice-stem borer moth has close re1ations to出e
state of compound eye or the state of retinular白 lsand pigments in ommatidia 
adap凶 to1ight conditions， vid.， itgrows stil stronger corresponding to the pro-
gr白sof dark-adapting， reach田 themaximum degree j凶 tbefore or after the time 
when dark-adapting is comp1e飽d，and then， bE出com白 graduallyweak. It is like1y 
that the pigment granul伺 ma民自回ryp取nentcel play an impo出 ntro1e in the 
activity of the rice喝temborer moth. There are seen田xdifference in the activity 
pa悦 rnsof the moth in spite of lit1e in the adapting state of ∞mpound eye. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The writer has conducted the ex戸rimenta1studies on the compound eye of the 
rice-stem borer mo出，Chilo suρressalis WALKER，白戸割cially，what behaviour出e
retinu1ar cels and pigments indicate corr田pondingto the change of light environ-
ment. The resu1ts demonstrated that among the various戸市 ofthe com戸und
eye， the proxima1 end of pigments in a∞四回巧 pigment白 1sr白戸ndedm侶 t
a叩 te1yto the alteration of 1ight environment， and generally s戸aking，the light-
adapting w回 heldmore rapid1y than the dark-adapting. 
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Furthermore， itwas confirmed that the adapting state of compound eye for 
light envirαlment had direct connection wi出theactivity of the moth phenotypi田1y
at least. Namely， according as the compound eye inclined to dark-adaptation， the 
activity of the moth grew gradua11y high， reached the maximum degree just before 
or after the dark-adaptation w白 complet吋， and thereafter grew gradua11y low. 
VI. SUMMARY 
Among the tissu白 inthe compound eye of the rice-stem borer moth， Chilo 
suρ'pressalis WALKER， the retinular ce1 and acces回rypigment ce1， of which the 
stat田 wereinfluenced in high degree by the alteration of light environment， was 
experimentally studied. The relations of tho田 to出eactivity of the moth were 
also investigated. The resti.lts obtained are summarized as follows: 
1) The compound ey白 adaptedfor 3 hours to the various intensiti田 oflight 
of 18 kinds from 1，500 to 0 lux chang白 thestates of the nuclear part of retinular 
cel， the ，nucleus and pigments of ac偲ssorypigment cel in their positions∞rre-
sponding to the intensity of light to be adapted. As a whole， their戸:>sitionsvary 
greatlyaαording as the light intensity shifts between 24 and 0.1 lux. 
2) Even the moth， adapted to such a low intensity as O.α)05 lux， fairly 
differs in the state of ey町白戸cia11yin the position of the proximal end of pig-
ments， from the moth adapted to complete darkness (0 lux). This may be回idto 
prove the fact that the rice-stem borer moth回 nhold the phototactic activity even 
in such a very low intensity of light as 10-8 or 10-8 lux. 
3) When the compound eye is forced旬 startits adaptation from light (1，500 
lux)加 darkone under a temperature of 25DC， the various parts of it migrate 
promptly toward the distal dir配tion.The most rapid migration ap戸arsat the time 
when about 15 minutes ela戸ein the nuclear pa此 ofretinular ce1， 20ー 30minut白
in the nucleus of a∞自由rypigment cel， about 20 minutes in the distal end of the 
main mass of pigments， and 15ー 20minut白 inthe proximal end of it r白戸ctively，
after the eye begins to be adapted to darkness. 
4) When the compound eye begins to be adapted to the light of 1，500 lux 
from the state of complete dark-adaptation under a temperatrue of 25DC， the various 
parts of it migrate swiftly toward the proximal direction. The m田trapid migration 
is conducted within 5 minut白 inthe nucleus of acce蜘 rypigment cel， about 10 
minut白 inthe nuclear part of retinular白1，a oout 25 minut四 inthe distal end of 
the main mass of pigments， and 5ー 10minu臨 inthe proximal end of it r白戸c-
tively， after the light-adaptation is started. The inward migration of pigments 
begins白 rlierin the proximal end than in the distal. 
5) The distal end of the main mass of pigments produc田 thefore-going of 
a sma11 amount of pigments when it migrat白 distallyin the proc田 Sof dark-adapta-
tion， and the remaining when it migrates proxima11y in the pr目白sof light-adapta-
tion. The proximal end produc白 theremaining of a sma11 amount of pigments 
when it migrat田 dista11yin the pr配 essof dark-adaptation but no fore-going when 
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it migrat四 proximallyin the pr∞ess of light-adaptation. 
6) The migration of pigments is mo:児 m伺din speed in the proximal eoo than 
in the distal one when pigments migrate proximally in the pr∞ess of light-adapta-
tion. 
7) As a whole， the proc田snf light-adaptation is conducted in a shorter time 
than that of dark-adaptation. There is no記xdifference in the adaptive state of 
compound eye. 
8) The adapting stat白 ofthe ∞mpound eye， eSI蹴 ialyof the retinular cel 
and the pigments in acces回rypigment cel， to the light environment have dirl配 t
ノconn配 tionsphenotypi回 lywith the activity of the moth. Aαording as the com. 
pound eye inclines to dark-adaptation， the activity of the moth is intensified， r伺.ch白
the maximum degree just before or after dark-adaptation is completed， and then is 
gradually weakened. At the beginning of time when the adaptation of the eye is 
changed from dark to light one， the activity is high回t.
9) 1n spite of no舘 xdifference in the adapting states of compound eye， there 
exi蜘回mein the activity patterns of the moths. 
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PLATE 1 
a b c d 
EXPLANATION OF PLATES 
Plate I. Compound eyes of the riぼ stem-borermoth総ctionedlongitudinally， (a) showing 
the eye adapted to darkness， (b) to the light of 0.001 lux， (c) of 0.5 and (d) of 
2.9， for 3 hours r，信仰詑tively.
Plate 1. Change in the exterior view of the light.adapting ∞mpound eye of a rice-stem bo民r
female moth. In (a)“glow" is v位yprominent， in (b) be<沿mesweaker and in 
(c) alm田 tdisappea四・ D→ L 5min. m白 nsthe eye 5 munit，白 aftersubjection to 
light from dark-∞ndition， and this appli白∞rrespondinglyto the following pa出.
a. D.A. 
d. D→L 15min. 
g. D→L 40min. 
j. D→L 80min. 
b. D→L 5min. 
e. D→ L 20min. 
h. D→L 5Omin. 
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k. D→L 1∞min. 
PLATE I 
c. D→L 10min. 
f. D→L 30min. 
i. D→L 6Omin. 
1. D→L 120min. 
